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ABSTRACT
Cancelled operations represent a significant burden on the National Health Service in terms of theatre efficiency, financial implications and lost training opportunities. Moreover, they carry considerable physical and psychological effects to patients and their relatives. Evidence has shown that up to 93% of cancelled operations are due to patient-related factors. An analysis at our District General Hospital revealed that approximately 18 operations are cancelled on the day of surgery each month. This equates to 27 hours of allocated operating time valued by the trust as £67 500, not being used effectively. This retrospective quality improvement report aims to reduce unused theatre time due to cancelled elective operations in general surgery theatres—thereby improving theatre efficiency and patient care. To ascertain the baseline number of cancelled operations, an initial review of theatre cases was undertaken. Further review was then completed after implementation of two improvements—a short notice surgical waiting list and fast track pre-assessment clinics. The results showed that implementation of the reserve surgical waiting list reduced unused operating time by an average of 2.25 hours per month. By further adding in the fast track preassessment clinic, these figures increased to an average of 11.5 hours over the next 3 months. This precipitated a reutilisation of otherwise wasted theatre time. Economic impact of this time amounts around £28 750 a month, after implementation of both improvements. Simple protocol changes can lead to large improvements in the efficient running of theatres. The resultant change has improved patient satisfaction, led to greater training opportunities and improved theatre efficiency. Extrapolation of our results show better usage of previously underused theatre time, to the equivalent worth of £345 000. Further implementation of these improvements in other surgical specialties and hospitals would be beneficial.

PROBLEM
Operations cancelled on the day are a frequent but frustrating encounter for National Health Service (NHS) staff and patients. They lead to a significant reduction in theatre efficiency, financial implications for the trust and lost training opportunities. In addition, they carry considerable physical and psychological effects to the patient and their relatives.6 Often these operations would need to be rescheduled, further increasing the NHS burden.

At our District General Hospital, approximately 15–20 operations are cancelled on the day of surgery every month. The reasons are wide ranging, from acute patient illness to decision to proceed with an operation being changed. The following quality improvement project was conducted at a District General Hospital in Kent. It serves a population of approximately 500 000 patients spanning the south of west Kent and parts of north-east Sussex, with 264 beds. The hospital provides elective operations with emergency operations diverted to an affiliated hospital within the trust.

The problem of missed operations poses an issue for the NHS. We wanted to explore how simple, cost-effective measures could be implemented to improve theatre efficiency in the event of cancellation on the day of surgery. We developed a SMART aim of a reduction in unused theatre time, due to cancelled operations, of 20% on a per-monthly basis. Unused theatre time is defined as time spent with theatres available (staff and resources) but not utilised. Reduction in unused theatre time was the primary outcome measure with secondary analyses considering percentage of operating time replaced and the economic impact of reallocated operating time.

BACKGROUND
Theatre inefficiency is a popular topic for quality improvement, with 46% of patients attending hospital, undergoing an operation.2 Inefficiency is defined as a ‘wasteful use of resources’.3 Quality improvement in healthcare has been stated to involve ‘better system performance’4 while cost-effectiveness is the economic impact of health interventions.5 Previous quality improvement articles have focused on cost saving versus cost-effectiveness analysis.6 Cost saving is the numerical reduction in spending from improved
quality, while cost-effectiveness is the maximisation of improvements with the resources available.6 7

Extensive literature has shown that cancelled operations represent a significant burden on healthcare systems.8 9 12 13 Up to 60% of cancellations are thought to be avoidable.13 NHS England has shown that the number of cancelled elective operations has doubled in the last 15 years.14 In a separate study, 93% of operations were cancelled due to patient-related factors, with 7% cancelled by the hospital.15 Specific implicated reasons for cancelled operations include patients being insufficiently prepared for the operation, absence of surgeons/patients and shortage of required equipment.16 17 One widely accepted reason behind cancellation of elective inpatient lists is the problematic lack of hospital beds. This was found to be the reason of cancellation in 31%–62% of elective case postponement/cancellation across one theatre database.18

Same day cancellation rates among different units varies considerably. The 6.1%–30.3% of cancelled operations are cancelled on the day of surgery.2 19 20 22 Reports show that 9%–16% of same-day cancellations are due to patient non-attendance on the day of the operation without any prior warning.14 19 25 One smaller study even showed reports of patient absenteeism of up to 54%.24 Cancellation on the day of surgery can have large socio-economic implications to both patients and the trust. In cases, the impact can extend beyond the patient to family members and carers, with missed days at work and time and money spent on travelling.2

Financial repercussions of cancelled operations can be substantial. In 1 year, the financial loss to the NHS from cancelled operations for one orthopaedic surgeon amounted to £335 349.10 Another study showed inefficiencies around theatre running equating to an equally large amount of £347 327/theatre/year.11

Other teams have previously attempted to attend to this problem of cancelled operations. One group achieved promising outcomes through usage of a mobile phone application to improve patient adherence rates among theatre attendees.25 In a cohort of 164 patients, all those using the application (85) attended their theatre appointment with the appropriate preoperative workup. Five of the 89 who did not have the application had their operation cancelled, for patient-related reasons.25 Video-based technology has also been used to improve surgical cancellation rates.26 Other groups found similar success using a preoperative protocol.9 11

Pandit et al. described operative efficiency as ‘maximising utilisation, minimising over-running and minimising cancellations on a list’.27 Time wastage specifically has been researched with suggested improvements including usage of experienced surgeons, simultaneously anaesthetising the next scheduled patient and ensuring the patients are called to theatre in a punctual fashion.11 27

Reduction in waste of resources for the trust is both important and valuable. The trust allocates a specific budget to run theatres. This includes staff (surgeons, anaesthetists, list coordinators, cleaners, etc) and hardware resources.28 29 Much of this cost remains constant. In the instant of cancelled operative lists, money is still spent running theatres. Our project aims to reduce time spent with theatres being run, but not in use, improving theatre efficiency.

Improving quality can lead to both cost effectiveness and savings. Standardising the cardiac bypass operation saved close to half a million dollars over a year.30 Review of five quality improvement projects in Sweden also highlighted up to US$0.6 million in annual savings.31 Immunisation and screening programmes in children are examples of cost-effective interventions.7 32 Quality improvement has been suggested as resolution to the growing financial challenges of the NHS.33 Conversely, there is evidence inferring poor quality increases costs. Unplanned hospital readmissions in the USA in 2004 was estimated to cost Medicare US$17.4 billion.34 Further examples include 25% of radiographic tests being unnecessary and 4%–10% of UK hospital patients getting pressure sores.35 Eliminating inefficiency was attributed to increasing productivity output by 26% across 1377 hospitals in the USA.36

While improving efficiency may not always save money directly, it represents better usage of resources. This highlights the nature of ‘soft savings’37. In economic terms, hard-savings are tangible monetary reductions in spending. In the hospital setting, this is reduction of budget expenditure on staff or hardware resources, such as using cheaper prostheses in orthopaedic operations. Soft savings, in contrast, are intangible benefits from improvement.37 In this case, reduction of unused operating hours, that is, reduction of time and money wastage. Money spent running theatres is unchanged; however, reduction in hours where the theatres are not operating could lead to a ‘soft saving’. Our project attempts to answer the problem of time and money wastage by patient cancellations causing inefficient running of theatres.

Measurement
In the problem finding phase of the project, data were collected retrospectively by analysing theatre records from general surgery cases over the preceding 3 months. Cases cancelled on the day were further assessed for type of operation and reason for cancellation. On the initiation of change, data collection was then collected in a prospective manner using the same technique.

To calculate our primary outcome, the average time taken for that particular operation was used as a marker for the theatre time lost or spared. From our retrospectively collected data, we found that on average 1.5 hours was a fairly accurate representation of the average length of time lost or spared per operation; 1.5 hours average is similar to the estimated length of these operations by surgeons and anaesthetists.38 Our secondary outcomes were percentage of operations being replaced and an economic analysis of the impact. Soft savings to the trust were estimated on the assumption that an hour of theatre time at our District General Hospital equates to £2500.
Data were recorded on an excel spreadsheet for comparison across the months.

**Design**

This quality improvement recorded two interventions. Prior to improvements being made, 3 months of data collection was undertaken to understand the average number of cancelled operations. The surgical waiting list was introduced in March 2018. The aim of this waiting list was to replace patients that had been cancelled on the day with other patients already on the waiting list at short notice. This intervention relied on finding appropriate patients. It was decided that appropriate patients must fulfil the following criteria:

- **Fit for the operation** (American Society of Anesthesiologists I/II).
- **Undergoing a non-complex operation**, not requiring specialist equipment.
- **Patient able to attend at short notice.**

Examples of suitable operations which could be brought in at short notice include excision of skin lesions, inguinal/umbilical hernia repairs, examination under anaesthesia anorectum or any simple procedure, operable under local anaesthetic. Certain operations such as laparoscopic cholecystectomy were also potentially suitable as per the discretion of the individual consultant, who ultimately had control over their own individual reserve waiting list of patients. A selection flowchart (figure 1) was created and distributed to help aid doctors choose appropriate patients for this service improvement.

One of the problems noted in the period of March–June 2018 was the lack of patients that were available to be brought in at late notice. This prompted addition of a second intervention in June 2018. This was a fast track system for preassessment. The purpose underpinning this was to increase the numbers of available patients on the surgical waiting list and not be limited by the patients being willing to have their operation at short notice but being unable to do so as they had not been preassessed.

**Strategy**

The main aim for our project revolved around maximisation of resources. Literature has shown that inefficient usage of theatres can have considerable impacts. Interventions were aimed at reducing inefficiency primarily in terms of theatre time with secondary analysis of the economic impact. The SMART aim for this project was a 20% reduction in theatre time lost as a consequence of operations cancelled on the day of surgery and no suitable alternative patients being identified.

**Phase 1**

Initial data was recorded over the period of January–March 2018. This was a problem-identifying step to ascertain number of cancelled operations each month. We then implemented change in the form of selecting suitable patients in the preoperative clinic to add to our ‘surgical waiting list’. An algorithm illustrating how suitable patients were found is shown in figure 1. This intervention led to an unused theatre time reduction of 8.3%; an average 2.25 hours per month. When we began in April, one main problem was that although cancellations were ongoing, there was a lack of patients that had been preassessed. This reduced the number of patients available to come in at short notice.

**Phase 2**

To rectify the issue noted of a shortfall in preassessed patients, a fast track system of preassessment was implemented. This meant otherwise fit and healthy patients were seen quicker from the decision being made that they needed surgery. Suitable patients were identified sooner, increasing list numbers, therefore increasing the pool of patients available to attend surgery at short notice.

In designing this project, identification of a suitable team for running the process was the initial step. A challenge was finding a specialty with suitable operations whereby patients may accommodate operating gaps. General surgery run elective lists daily with numerous clinics happening throughout the week. Additionally, with the throughput of patients from emergency department, there is high turnover of patients presenting surgical conditions that require surgery, not through an emergency pathway. Operations on the list should not be long or complex and common enough to provide an adequate patient population for the list. Other specialties that were discussed for this project include urology and otolaryngology, both of which have non-emergent, quick operations. Next was formation of a team to run the project. This comprised two doctors overseen by a senior, responsible for formulation of a plan, deadlines and analysis of data. One of the most important jobs was management of the list itself. One of the theatre coordinators took on this role as ‘waiting-list coordinator’ which worked well, given the nature of her job. We anticipated that we may need to adjust roles throughout the project; however, this was not necessary.

As with any process, challenges were encountered. Patients did not always answer their phone or became non-adherent to the presurgery plan. A specific example of this was a man who persistently ate breakfast at 09:00. Another problem that arose was that someone turned up on January 7, 2021 by guest. Protected by copyright. http://bmjopenquality.bmj.com/ BMJ Open Qual: first published as 10.1136/bmjoq-2019-000745 on 19 August 2019. Downloaded from http://bmjopenquality.bmj.com/ on January 7, 2021 by guest. Protected by copyright.
Figure 1 The algorithm used for selection of appropriate patients for the surgical reserve list. ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; EUA, Examination Under Anaesthesia; MRSA, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*.

**RESULTS**

The primary outcome measure was unused theatre time and specifically how it had been reduced by our interventions. We also analysed a monetary representation of the theatre time replaced.

All the data have been compiled accurately from the theatre data on a daily basis. Data analysed were therefore complete, with no gaps or missing data. Acquisition of results went to plan with no unexpected changes. There were some patients that were not contactable on the day of an unforeseen cancellation. This was something that had been anticipated.

The vast majority of the data that we collected demonstrated that the operations were cancelled due to being unsuitable, a change in clinical status of the patient (ie, the patient was ill on the day) or a change in the choice of the patient.

Before any intervention had been conducted, from January 2018 to March 2018, there was an average of 27 theatre hours unused per month due to cancelled operations. After the first improvement of the addition of the reserve surgical list, there was once more an average of 27 unused hours in theatres. However, three patients over the 2 months of recording were brought back for operations.
to fill gaps. This represented an average of 2.25 hours efficiently reallocated per month, or an 8.3% improvement. As has been previously alluded to, we noted that there was an issue with the low number of patients available on the surgical reserve list. This led to the implementation of our second intervention.

After the second cycle, in which patients were fast tracked for preassessment, allowing a larger number of patients on the surgical reserve list, we noted further improvement. Once again, the average unused theatre hours due to cancelled operations was 27. This time, however, an increased number of patients were able to be brought in at short notice, amounting to 11.5 hours reallocated, on average, per month. This accumulated to a 42.6% improvement, which is over double our SMART aim of 20% improvement.

If this data were to be extrapolated, the annual reduction in wasted theatre hours at our District General Hospital would amount approximately 138, valued at £345 000 per annum. The results of our interventions are graphically depicted in **figure 2**.

Longevity of results and improvement is dependent on sustainability. Our project was over an 8 months span in a general surgical department at a district general hospital. Since completion of the project, there has been continuation of the reserve list and fast track clinics, with good results. The next stage is expanding the project throughout further surgical specialities including urology and otolaryngology. Certainly particular specialities and operations may convey better suitability to a reserve list than others. It remains to be seen whether the same format can be applied elsewhere. However, there is no clear reason to believe that our strategy would not be effectual at other hospitals. In order to enable uptake in other teams and hospitals, involvement of multidisciplinary members is necessary.

**Lessons and limitations**

Our results show that the initiation of a simple intervention has led to significant and marked improvements in the efficiency of elective operating theatres. Reflection of the methodology, results and process of the project has led to a number of points worthy of discussion.

---

**Figure 2** Graphical depictions of the unused and reallocated theatre hours (A) and economic impact (B) following the introduction of both the surgical reserve list and the fast track preassessment clinics. (A) Graph showing unused theatre hours from patient cancellations and the number of reallocated hours following our interventions. (B) Graph showing the economic impact of reallocated theatre hours, based upon the assumption that 1 hour of theatre time is worth £2500.
We faced many challenges throughout the improvement process. One of the most important steps of this project was finding appropriate patients for the surgical reserve list. Patients are unique, and it is often difficult to have universal rules that apply globally. A large proportion of the demographic data was omitted when choosing appropriate patients for the surgical reserve list, for this reason. Criteria such as age were left to the discretion of the consultant in ownership of their individual list.

Being on the surgical reserve list may also require patients to change daily routine. For example, those patients hoping to be called in on the same day to fill an empty slot, would be required to be close to the hospital to enable admission at short notice, as well as having eaten before 08:00.

Another limitation that became apparent through the latter months of data collection was giving patients false hope of a faster operation. Despite patients being adequately counselled that being placed on the reserve list may not actually bring forward their date of operation, on occasion patients maintained this expectation. The team found particular difficulty with elimination of these assumptions at times. Moreover, there are psychological impacts for patients who are on the list. Increased anxiety or apprehension could arise on the particular days of the week in which they were informed a call might occur.

Managing the size of the list to an appropriate number is not only fundamental but also challenging to ensure that this quality improvement is sustainable. Our data showed that just by increasing the numbers of patients on the reserve list, the average number of reallocated hours rose from 2.25 to 11.5 per month. This was the biggest development seen during the project and reflected an analysis of the data and assessment of the limitations of the initial change. Towards the end of the project, we were beginning to see the opposite effect, whereby increased numbers of patients, appropriate for the list were being isolated. However, there was insufficient scope for further additions to the list, due to the already large population in reserve.

Another factor pivotal to the success of the project was communication with the patient. As mentioned earlier, there were times that the patient was uncontactable. This is something that was anticipated at the start of the project, with all patients added to the list briefed that they should be available by phone. Telephone communication seems the best way to contact patients in this case and, in fact, other mechanisms such as email or postal mail would be inappropriate, due to time constraints.

The system of having a waiting list coordinator is one that is shared among many other hospitals throughout the UK. For this reason, it is a reproducible project and one that could have impacts on other hospitals nationally. Another factor to note is that this system had a relatively small sample size of the general surgery theatre lists. This small sample size affected our results and larger studies are required to improve the validity of our conclusions prior to implementation of similar systems in other hospitals, or on other specialities. One suggestion for this would be to apply a similar system across all the surgical specialities in the same hospital, to increase the number of patients operated on a daily basis.

Another issue that became apparent from the background literature is that the reasons behind cancelled operations are multifactorial. From lack of bed spaces to change in clinical status, there are many reasons why operations may need to be delayed or cancelled altogether. This study aimed to counteract one aspect, however, in order to truly optimise the efficiency of theatre time and running, a combinatory approach should be taken, whereby different facets are accounted for.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, this was a project conducted over 8 months examining general surgery elective operations at a local District General Hospital. It was able to reaffirm an issue previously discussed by others namely inefficient theatre usage, with resultant financial, socioeconomic and training implications posed thereof. Creation of a patient reserve list, managed by a waiting list coordinator, consisting of up to 10 patients under each lead consultant, was completed. If an operation was cancelled, a patient may be brought in at short notice for appropriate use of valuable resources.

The benefits evidenced by this project included better allocation of resources at a time where both the trust and NHS are under pressure both financially and with training opportunities. Our results showed that implementation of simple improvement measures was able to make a 42.6% reduction in theatre resource inefficiency. This reduction in inefficiency led to reallocation of theatre hours, to the annual value of £345000. Our project, despite only focusing on a small number of patients, certainly shows a significant impact, as well as being a sustainable option for future. However, attaining data across other hospitals and specialities would give a truer representation of the impact on time and finances. Another lesson learnt was that in order to account for the multifactorial reasons behind cancelled operations, combined approaches to improve both patient and hospital efficiency are likely to be the most successful.

All in all, this was a successful project, which was able to surpass the original smart aim of a 20% reduction in unused time from cancelled operations.
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